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Brandon campbell junior highlights

Edit Profile Edit Skills Management Connections Management Estimates USC Trojans 39 Offers 0 Visits 0 Coach Visits Add Video gabe Brooks Midlands Recruiting analyst Karan Higdon Michigan Wolverines Typical running back build with above-average bulk relative to average height. Not a frame of great back, but enough room to get
to 200-plus with relative ease. Sports playmaker with impressive proven speed and agility (4.58 40, 4.07 shuttle). Shows a good explosion when he decides to plant and leave. Shows close enough quarters to wiggle to make the defender miss. Capable of stringing together moves into the open field to maximize yards. The limited ability to
catch a pass from the backfield was encouraging, especially downfield. A little hesitant at times. Can become a more determined runner and adjust the blocks better. I would like to see more production. A natural low center of gravity, but can still lower the level of the pad more consistently when in contact. Bona fide Power is a 5-gauge
running back prospect among the best in Texas in a strong cycle at the position. 2019: Played in Pearland (Texas) as a junior; first-team selection across the county. Spring 2019: Had the second highest score of SPARS (126.33) in the country for class 2021. 2018: Played his sophomore season in Katie (Texas) Taylor. Add Timeline
Events Add Stats 116 883 19 13 274 3 131 676 5 13 198 2 247 1559 24 24 26 472 5 Add Pictures Images Brandon Hadl is a product and service of Agile Sports Technologies © Inc. All rights are reserved. SI All-AmericanProspect: RB Brandon Campbell Predicted Positions: Running Back Status: SI All-American Candidate Vitals: 5-foot-
10, 190-pound School: Katie (Texas) Katie Committed: USC Frame: Stout Frame with Good Definition. Broad shoulders. Thick bottom half with large, sturdy hips and a large bubble. Athleticism: Published 4.07 short shuttle and 4.58 40-yard dash in spring 2019. Also a jagged vertical jump of almost 36.5 inches. Reduces the level of the
pad, go through the alleys and gets the perfect sinker when cutting. Displays the ability to select and slip through good lateral agility. A good balance of contacts. It can break and make a person miss in the pit. Good creativity in the open field where he tries a hard hand to finish. Instinct: Consistently open the basket at the points of the
grid. Good mental treatment before the announcement and opening depression. Has natural running instincts and can be resolute and deliberate. He has good peripheral vision. Cut the blocks into pass-protection and work with good awareness scanning for threats. Polish: Performs mostly inside the zone and break-up scheme run the
concept out Alignment. Contributes to the passage of the game mainly through the action screen. Vision and contact balance compensates for the average impact through the first and second level and adequate long speed. It will be necessary to continue to expand the route of the tree and increase production in the passage of passage
Line: Campbell is a natural runner with good lateral quickness and running instincts. He doesn't have much length and doesn't have an elite second gear. However, his skills set him up to match both down the back in offense with a rushing attack that has a smooth mix of zone and break/man blocking concepts. Concept.
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